A key index of the performance of a rule-based program used in real-time monitoring and control is its response time, de ned by the maximum number of rule rings before a xed point of the program is reached from a start state. Previous work in computing the response-time bounds for rule-based programs assumes that if two rules are enabled, then either one of them may be scheduled for ring. This assumption may be too conservative in the case programmers choose to impose a priority structure on the set of rules. In this paper, we discuss how to get tighter bounds by taking rule-priority information into account. We show that the rule-suppression relation we previously introduced can be extended to incorporate rule-priority information. A bound-derivation algorithm for programs whose potential-trigger relations satisfy an acyclicity condition is presented, followed by its correctness proof and an analysis example.
Introduction
In recent years, there has been increasing interest in the use of rule-based programs in time-critical applications, e.g., monitoring the engine of the Space Shuttle. In these applications, the rule-based program is often used to monitor the environment and must compute an output in response to signi cant changes that are observed in the environment. Such computation must be completed su ciently fast so that the system can react to environmental changes in a predictable fashion. The veri cation/validation of the behavior of rule-based programs is of both practical and theoretical interest. Related work in real-time AI systems can be found In 8], the concept of a response time is de ned for the equational rule-based program (EQL) by the (maximum) number of rule-rings before the program reaches a xed point (a program state where all the program variables attain stable values). It was shown in that paper that the determination of the response time for arbitrary programs is in general undecidable, and is PSPACE-hard for nite-state programs. Recently there have been several papers presenting ecient methods of computing response-time bounds for rule-based programs 5] 4] 11] 3]. However, none of those methods makes use of the rule-priority information in the program. Rule priority is a common feature in rule-based languages. It is used to constrain rule-ring order. With the presence of rule priorities, a program has fewer possible ring sequences, therefore possibly shorter response time, compared with the same program without rule priorities.
In this paper, we address the rule-priority issue in computing response-time bounds. We show that the rule-suppression relation we previously introduced in 11] can be extended to incorporate rule-priority information. Since the rule-suppression relation is useful in deriving tighter bounds and rule priority can now be viewed as a form of rule suppression, making use of such information in bound derivation can result in tighter bounds. A bound-derivation algorithm is presented, followed by its correctness proof. A response-time analyzer is implemented to analyze programs whose potential-trigger relations satisfy an acyclicity relation. An analysis example is given to demonstrate the analysis process.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The EQL language is described in Section 2, together with program state space and program execution. In Section 3 we introduce the basis of our response-time bound analysis theory and extend it to incorporate rule priority. In Section 4 we present an algorithm to compute response-time bounds for programs whose potential-trigger graphs are acyclic. We have implemented an analyzer based on the algorithm. An analysis example is presented in Section 5, followed by concluding remarks and future research topics in Section 6.
2 The EQL language EQL is a rule-based programming language designed for developing real-time decision systems where the set of decision variables is xed a priori 2]. This seems to be the class of rule-based programs that are most commonly found in real-time expert system applications. An EQL program consists of a nite set of rules each of which is of the form: priority v 1 := e 1 ! v 2 := e 2 ! ::: ! v m := e m IF test where priority is an optional speci cation for the rule's priority (default 0), e i is an integer expression whose value is to be assigned to variable v i when the rule res, m 1, and test is a predicate on the variables in the program. A rule has three parts:
1. VAR: the left-hand-side variables of the multiple assignment statement, 2. VAL: the right-hand-side expressions of the multiple assignment statement, and 3. EC: the enabling condition. A rule is enabled at some instant if its test is evaluated to true according to the values of its variables at that moment, otherwise it is disabled. A rule is con ictive at some instant if any of its VAR variable is not equal to the corresponding VAL expression. A rule ring is the execution of the multiple assignment statement, which consists of the evaluation of all the VAL expressions, followed by updating the VAR variables with the values of the corresponding expressions. A rule is rable i it is enabled and con ictive.
An execution of an EQL program is a sequence of rule rings. When two or more rules are rable, the selection of which rule to re rst is up to the runtime scheduler, which can use a nondeterministic scheduling policy, provided that rable rules with the highest priority are selected rst. An EQL program is said to have reached a xed point when none of its rules are rable.
The following example declares three rules in the rule section. The rst two rules have the default priority 0; the third rule has a (higher) priority 1.
within_range := false ! type1 := true IF x + y > limit OR x + y < -limit ] within_range := false ! type2 := true IF x * x + y * y > limit * limit ] {P:1} faulty_sensor := true IF x > limit OR x < -limit OR y > limit OR y < -limit From the viewpoint of state space representation, a program execution can be mapped to a (possibly innite) path in G. The starting vertex of the execution path is the initial state; while the ending vertex, if any, is a xed point, which is a vertex in G whose outdegree is 0. The length of an execution path equals the number of rule rings of the execution. In the following we shall use to denote a ring, which has two components, :s, the state in which the ring takes place, and :f, the red rule. We are now ready to formally de ne a program execution.
Given an EQL program P (and thus its state space S) and an initial state s 0 2 S, we say a ring sequence = h 1 ; 2 , ..., n i, n 0, is an execution of P i n = 0 and F(s 0 ) = ;, or n > 0 and 1. 1 :s = s 0 , and 2. i :f 2 F( i :s), 1 i n, and 3. i+1 :s = A i:f ( i :s), 1 i < n, and 4. if n is nite then A n:f ( n :s) is a xed point. We call n the length of the execution. determine whether the response time of an EQL program is bounded, and if it is, to nd a reasonably tight bound. In 11], we introduced two rule relations, potential-trigger and suppression, which are useful in response-time bound derivation. We also presented an algorithm to compute a bound on program's responsetime based on the two rule relations. The analysis in 11] does not make any assumption about how nondeterminism is resolved in an execution, i.e., priority information is ignored. In the following we extend our previous results to incorporate rule-priority information. Proofs of some of the lemmas have been omitted for brevity.
Given a program execution h 1 , 2 , ..., n i, we say k is triggered by i , (or, equivalently, i is a trigger of k ,) i < k, denoted by i ; k , i 1. k :f 6 2 F( i :s) _ k :f = i :f, and 2. k :f 2 F( j :s)^ k :f 6 = j :f; i < j < k.
The trigger relation captures the causal relation among rule rings and is closely related to the response time of a program execution. This is manifested in the following theorems. Motivated by Lemma 2, we have the following definitions.
The weight of a ring i in an execution , denoted by ! ( i ), is de ned as ! ( i ) 4 = jf j : i ; j gj (1) where ; is the re exive and transitive closure of ;. The reader can verify that
The weight of a rule r in an execution , denoted by ! (r), is de ned as Proof. By Lemma 2 we know the length of an execution equals the sum of the sizes of the trees in the trigger relation on the rings. The size of each tree, by de nition, is the weight of its root, which is a nontriggered ring. By Lemma 3 we know that each nontriggered ring must be the rst ring of some rule. Therefore the weight of a non-triggered ring of some rule equals, by de nition, the weight of the rule. 2 Let !(r) be the largest weight of rule r over all possible executions of the EQL program containing r. A weight bound of r, denoted by (r) is an integer satisfying (r) !(r).
Strictly speaking, rules which may indirectly trigger in nite rings do not have a weight bound by this de nition. However, once we determine that the response time of a program is unbounded, it is no longer important to compute the value of weight bounds. To simplify the reasoning, we shall treat 1 as an \inte-ger" so that every rule has a weight bound.
Lemma 4 The weight of any ring of a rule r in any execution is less than or equal to (r). 
is a weight bound of a. 2 The spawn principle derives a weight bound for a rule r by assuming that for each ring of r all the children of r in the PT graph will be triggered and then red before the next ring of r. However, this is not always true. In some cases the children have mutually exclusive enabling conditions, thus at most one of them can be enabled (and triggered). In some other cases ring one rule among the children disables the other rules, thus at most one among the triggered children will be red. Based on these observations we usher in another important rule relation.
Rule 4. b has a higher priority than a. Rule a suppresses rule b i Rule a suppresses rule b in every state. The suppression graph of an EQL program is the digraph representation of the suppression relation on the program rules. We call a set of rules a suppression group if every rule in the set suppresses every other rule in the set.
The statement that a suppresses b if b has a higher priority than a may rst seem odd. However, it will become clear later that the purpose of suppression is for us to make the assertion, once we know a suppresses b, that \if a and b are both rable in some state and a is red rst, then b cannot be rable immediately after a's ring." This assertion holds when b has a higher priority than a, because a can never be red rst if both rules are rable. Proof. Let 
Proof. By de nition and Lemma 6, for any ring of a at most one ring from each of 1 ; 2 ; :::; l can be triggered. It follows from Lemma 4 that the weights of these triggered rings, if any, are bounded by ( 1 ); ( 2 ); :::; ( k ) respectively. Since !( ) = 1 + P j !( j ); i ; j , it follows that 1 + P l i=1 ( i ) is a weight bound of a. 2 
Further improvement
Although identifying suppression relation from rule priorities helps in deriving tighter response-time bounds, the bound-derivation principles above do not fully exploit the information carried by rule priorities. For example, consider a two-rule program where rule a is a potential trigger of rule b and a has a higher priority. By the spawn principle we know that the weight bounds of a and b respectively 2 and 1. Therefore we know 3 is a response-time bound of the program. However, for the program to have an execution of length 3, both rules must be rable initially, and then be red in the sequence hb; a; bi. Such sequence is impossible,
given that a has a higher priority than b. It is easy to see that the longest possible ring sequence is ha; bi.
Therefore the program's response-time bound can be reduced to 2. Although b suppresses a by the result of the previous section, we cannot apply the select principle (to hopefully derive this tighter bound), since a does not suppress b. To fully make use of priority information, an expensive search process is in general necessary. However, substantial improvement at little cost can result by exploiting the following lemma.
In the following, we use Pr(r) to denote the priority of rule r. 5. j n?1 < i m?1 (< j n ). With analogous argument as used in case 3, we can get a contradiction. 2
A bound-derivation algorithm
Inspired by the previous lemma we present a bound-derivation algorithm, which enhances the one in WM92].
Algorithm 1 Compute a response-time bound for an EQL program P whose PT graph is acyclic. Each rule in P has a static priority. Input. PT graph G = (V; E) and rule priorities of an EQL program P. Output. A response-time bound of P if G is acyclic. Intuitively, T p contains those rules q such that there exists a path from p to q in the PT graph and all the rules preceding q along the path have a higher priority than q. The process of nding T p in step 56 can be implemented by performing a depth-rst search from p and keeping the minimum priority minPr along the current path. If a node q with a priority less than minPr is encountered, then add q to T p and set minPr to Pr(q). Initially minPr can be set to Pr(p) + 1 so that p will be added to T p .
The correctness proof of the above algorithm is rather lengthy. To facilitate the proof, we build a bridge between program response time and the algorithm's return value. We rst de ne the concept of relaxed execution of EQL programs. Then we show that 1. every program execution has a corresponding relaxed execution with the same execution length, and 2. the \relaxed response time" of a program is bounded by the return value of the algorithm.
Let P be an EQL program with rules R = fr 1 ; r 2 ; :::; r m g. Let Pr be the priority function of the rules in P. A relaxed execution of P is a sequence h' 1 , ' 2 , ..., ' n i, such that each ' i , 1 i n, has two components, ' i :F and ' i :f, satisfying the following conditions. 1. ' i :F R 2. ' i :f 2 ' i :F 3. 8r : r 2 ' i :F : Pr(' i :f) Pr(r)
In the relaxed execution, we say ' i :f is the i th red rule, ' i :F the set of rable rules before the i th ring, and n the length of the relaxed execution. The concept of trigger in a relaxed execution can then be de ned similarly.
Given a relaxed execution = h' 1 ; ' 2 ; :::; ' n i of an EQL program P, ' j is triggered by ' i , (equivalently, ' i is a trigger of ' j ,) i < j, denoted by ' i ; ' j , i 1. 8k : i < k < j : ' j :f 2 ' k :F^' j :f 6 = ' k :f, and 2. ' j :f 6 2 ' i :F _ ' j :f = ' i :f
We say ' j is a triggered ring in .
Lemma 8 Proof. 
The weight of a rule r in a relaxed execution , denoted by ! (r), is de ned as ! (r) 4 = 0 if r is never red in ! (') ' is r's rst ring in (9) Lemma 12 The length of a relaxed execution of an EQL program equals the sum of the weights of the rules whose rst rings are not triggered rings.
Proof. By Lemma 10 we know the length of an execution equals the sum of the sizes of the trees in the trigger relation on the rings. The size of each tree, by de nition, is the weight of its root, which is a nontriggered ring. By Lemma 11 we know that each non-triggered ring must be the rst ring of some rule. Therefore the weight of a non-triggered ring of some rule equals, by de nition, the weight of the rule. 2 Let P be an EQL program and G = (V; E) be a digraph. A relaxed execution = h' 1 ; ' 2 ; :::; ' n i of P PT-conforms to G i 8i :: 8j :: ' i ; ' j ! (' i :f; ' j :f) 2 E: Let G = (V; E) be a digraph. A relaxed weight bound of a rule in P PT-conforming to G is an upper bound on the weight of the rule in every relaxed execution of P PT-conforming to G. A relaxed responsetime bound of P PT-conforming to G is an upper bound on the length of every relaxed execution of P PT-conforming to G.
Lemma 13 For every execution of an EQL program P, there exists a relaxed execution 0 of P with the same rule ring sequence such that 0 PTconforms to the PT graph of P.
Proof. For any execution = h 1 , 2 , ..., n i of P, the sequence 0 = h' 1 , ' 2 , ..., ' n i, where ' i :f = i :f and ' i :F = F( i :s), 1 i n, is a relaxed execution of P. Both and 0 have the same ring sequence.
To show that 0 PT-conforms to PT, notice that for every i and j, ' i ; ' j ) (' j :f 6 2 ' i :F _ ' j :f = ' i :f)( 8k : i < k < j : ' j :f 2 ' k :F^' j :f 6 = ' k :f) ) ( j :f 6 2 F( i :s) _ j :f = i :f)( 8k : i < k < j : j :f 2 F( k :s)^ j :f 6 = k :f) ) i ; j ) ( i :f; j :f) 2 PT 2 Corollary 2 Let G be the PT graph of an EQL program P. A relaxed response-time bound of P PTconforming to G is a response-time bound of P.
We have shown that program execution and relaxed execution have very similar properties as far as the trigger relation is concerned. Yet unlike a program execution, which is de ned in terms of program states, a relaxed execution is de ned in terms of rules and their priorities only. This property allows us to easily manipulate a relaxed execution in the following proofs, without much concern about the underlying state-transition graph.
Lemma 14 Given a relaxed execution of an EQL program P PT-conforming to a graph G, for any ring ' i in , there exists a relaxed execution 0 (= h' 0 1 ; ' 0 2 ; ::: i) of P PT-conforming to G such that ' i :f = ' 0 1 :f and ! 0(' 0 1 ) = j 0 j = ! (' i ). Proof. We prove the lemma by actually constructing such 0 . We shall call this procedure transformation on with respect to ' i . Let = h' 1 , ' 2 ; ::: i. Let i = f' : ' i ; 'g. We construct 0 by rst copying the rings in i from while retaining their relative order in . Note this de nes a bijective mapping from i to 0 and thus ensures j 0 j = j i j = ! (' i ). For each ' k 2 i , let ' 0 k be its corresponding ring in 0 .
We then modify the set of rable rules of each ring in 0 as follows.
1. Initially set all sets empty. 3. For every ' 0 j and ' 0 k in 0 , ' 0 j ; ' 0 k ) '^j ; '^k. For every ' 0 k 2 0 ; k > 1, it has at most one trigger, and its corresponding ring in i , '^k, has exactly one trigger, which is also in i . Thus there exists a ' 0 j in 0 , such that '^j ; '^k. From result 2 above we know ' 0 j ; ' 0 k . 4. 0 PT-conforms to G. This follows from result 3 and the fact that PT-conforms to G.
